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EFFECT OF CONFIGURATION MODIFICATIONS ON THE LOW-SUBSONIC
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A SPACE SHUTTLE-ORBITER
CONCEPT WITH A BLENDED DELTA WING-BODY
By Delma C. Freeman, Jr.
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
An investigation of several configuration modifications to improve the subsonic
stability and performance of a blended delta wing-body space shuttle-orbiter concept has
been conducted in the Langley low-turbulence pressure tunnel. These modifications
included variations in vertical-tail location and orientation, wing planform shape, and
afterbody shape. The model was tested at a Reynolds number, based on body length, of
17 x 106, at a Mach number of 0.25, and at angles of attack from about -4° to 22°.
The results of the investigation indicate that removing the tip fins and adding a
center-line vertical tail increased the maximum trimmed lift-drag ratio from 3.4 to 5.1
and that extending the wing trailing edge on the model with the center-tail configuration
further increased the trimmed lift-drag ratio to 5.3. Removing the boattailing from the
afterbody decreased the trimmed lift-drag ratio by about 0.6. Deflecting the elevens to
-30° on the model with the tip-fin configuration increased the directional stability signif-
icantly at the high angles of attack and thus caused the model to be stable throughout the
test angle-of-attack range. Replacing the tip fins with a center-line vertical tail resulted
in no significant changes in the lateral-directional characteristics of the configuration.
INTRODUCTION
One of the current goals of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration is
the development of an economical space transportation system capable of placing large
payloads in near-earth orbit. As part of this general effort, wind-tunnel tests of a model
of a high-cross-range orbiter concept with a blended.delta wing-body have been made at
the Langley Research Center. Initial investigations of this concept (refs. 1 and 2) indi-
cated unacceptably low aerodynamic performance levels due primarily to excessive trim
drag. The present investigation was conducted in the Langley low-turbulence pressure
tunnel in an effort to improve the subsonic characteristics of the configuration by modifi-
cations to eliminate the large negative pitching moment at zero lift fcmjO) and therefore
reduce the trim-drag penalty. The results presented in reference 1 indicate that much
of the large negative Cm o is associated with an interaction of the tip fins and the wing
vortex. Therefore, most of the present investigation was devoted to testing of fin modi-
fications. Other modifications such as extended wing trailing edge and altered afterbody
were also investigated. The model was tested at a Reynolds number, based on body
length, of approximately 17 x 10 ,^ at a Mach number of 0.25, at angles of attack from
approximately -4° to 22°, and at angles of sideslip of 0° and -6°.
SYMBOLS
The longitudinal data are referred to the stability system of axes and the lateral-
directional data are referred to the body system of axes. (See fig. 1.) The moment cen-
ter was located at 66.7 percent of the body length, as indicated in figure 2(a).
The units used for the physical quantities of this paper are given both in the Inter-
national System of Units (SI) and in the U.S. Customary Units. Measurements and cal-
culations were made in U.S. Customary Units.
b reference wing span, 35.66 cm (14.04 in.)
Cj) drag coefficient, ••
 n^
CL lift coefficient,
*i~
MYC? rolling-moment coefficient. ——t
 qSb
pitching-moment coefficient, qSt
Cm o pitching-moment coefficient at CL = 0
MzCn ' yawing-moment coefficient, — —:\ qab
8Cnt 1
c balance cavity pressure coefficient
CY side-force coefficient, Side forceqS
8Cy
D . drag force, newtons (Ib)
Fy side force, newtons (Ib)
L lift for ce, newtons (Ib)
I body length, 66.26 cm (26.087 in.)
Mx rolling moment, m-N (ft-lb)
MY pitching moment, m-N (ft-lb)
Mz yawing moment, m-N (ft-lb)
q dynamic pressure, N/m2 (lb/ft2)
S total planform area, 0.121 m2 (1.302 ft2)
X,Y,Z body reference axes
x,y coordinates along X-axis and Y-axis, respectively, cm (in.)
a angle of attack, deg
£ angle of sideslip, deg
6e elevon deflections, positive when trailing edge is down, deg
i// angle of yaw, deg
Subscript:
ff •
s stability axes
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
The configuration tested was an approximately 0.013-scale model of a high-cross-
range orbiter concept. (See refs. 1 and 2.) The general arrangement of the model is
shown in figure 2; afterbody details and vertical-tail descriptions are presented in fig-
ure 3. A photograph of the model is presented in figure 4. The model had a leading-
edge sweep of 67.5°, interchangeable tip fins having roll-out angle varied from the orig-
inal 15° to 90°, and a removable center-line vertical tail. Eleven surfaces provided both
pitch and roll control and rudders on the tip fins provided directional control.
Model component designations are defined as follows:
B basic body .
B2 body with all boattailing removed
83 body with side boattailing removed
W basic wing
W2 wing with extended trailing edge
Vj basic tip fins
V2 center-line vertical tail
Vs tip fins in aft position
APPARATUS AND METHODS
The tests were conducted in the Langley low-turbulence pressure tunnel, which is a
variable-pressure, single-return facility having a closed test section 0.91 meter (3.0 feet)
wide and 2.3 meters (7.5 feet) high. The tunnel can accommodate tests in air at Reynolds
numbers up to approximately 49.2 x 10$ per meter (15.0 x 106 per foot) at Mach numbers
up to about 0.40.
TEST CONDITIONS
The present investigation was made at a Reynolds number, based on body length,
of 17 x 10^ and at a Mach number of 0.25. The angle of attack varied from about -4° to
22°. Sideslip data were measured at a sideslip angle of 0° and -6°. All tests were made
with the model in a smooth condition.
MEASUREMENTS AND CORRECTIONS
The drag coefficients presented represent gross drag in that base drag has not been
subtracted. Balance cavity pressure measured during the tests is presented in part (c)
of figures 5 to 12. The data have been corrected for blockage and lift interference by the
methods of references 3 and 4. Angles of attack have been corrected for the effect of
balance and sting deflections due to aerodynamic loads.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The basic longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of the model have
been presented in references 1 and 2. The present investigation was undertaken to exam-
ine modifications to the configuration directed toward improvements in the subsonic char-
acteristics. The previous tests (refs. 1 and 2) indicated that an interaction between the
wing vortex and the tip fins resulted in rearward concentration of lift causing the model
to have a very large negative Cm o. In the present investigation modifications such as
removing the tip fins and using a center vertical tail, increasing the roll-out angle of the
tip fins, moving the fins aft, and alterations to the afterbody and wing trailing edge were
tested to determine the effect on the stability and performance of the configuration.
Static Longitudinal Stability and Control
Effect of vertical-tail configuration.- The longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of the model with tip fins, center tail, and combination tip fins and center tail are pre-
sented in figure 5. These data are presented with the elevens deflected -30°, which gives
trim conditions close to those required for the landing attitude of 15°. The data show a
slight increase in the zero-lift pitching moment and a decrease in the stability level for
the center-tail configuration. This indicates a smaller trim-drag penalty and therefore
an increased trimmed L/D.
Aerodynamic characteristics for center-tail configuration.- Presented in figure 6
are the longitudinal control effectiveness data for the center-tail configuration. The data
show that an eleven deflection of -20° is sufficient to trim the model up to the landing
attitude (15°) with a maximum untrimmed L/D of 4.7. These data also show that the
model is essentially neutrally stable at angles of attack up to approximately 8° with a
stable break in the curve at the higher angles.
Aerodynamic characteristics of the tip-fin configuration.- The effect on the longitu-
dinal characteristics of increasing the fin roll-out angle (see fig. 3(d)) from the original
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angle (15°) up to 60° with 6e = 0° is shown in figure 7 and up to 90° with 6e = -30° in
figure 8. These data were obtained for the configuration with body 63. These tests were
made in an attempt to eliminate the large negative Cm)O' The data show only a very
small change in CmjO and, as expected, there was a large increase in the longitudinal
stability with increased roll-out angle. These results indicate that for the same center -
of-gravity location the increased stability resulted in an increase in the trim-drag penalty
and therefore would result in a lower trimmed L/D.
Presented in figures 9 and 10 are data showing the effects of moving the tip fins aft
(see fig. 3(d)) on the longitudinal characteristics of the model with body 83. Figure 9 is
for the configuration with 6e = 0° and figure 10 is for the configuration with 6e = -30°.
These data show that moving the fins aft resulted in a decrease in longitudinal stability
with little change in the negative Cm,o and thereby resulted in very little change in
trimmed L/D.
Aerodynamic characteristics with extended trailing edge.- In an attempt to improve
the subsonic characteristics of the center-tail configuration, the model was tested with
the wing trailing edge extended as shown in figure 3(b). The data presented in figure 11
show that the model was slightly unstable up to about an angle of attack of 6° and slightly
stable above this angle of attack. An elevon deflection of only -10° was required to trim
the model up to near landing attitude. This indicates a very small trim-drag penalty and
possibly an improved trimmed L/D.
Aerodynamic characteristics with boattailing removed.- The data of figure 12 pre-
sent the elevon effectiveness of the model with the boattailing of the body removed. (See
fig. 3(b).) Removing the body boattailing had little effect on the longitudinal stability of
the model but it did reduce the negative Cm>o to about one-half of its original value.
This decreased value of Cm,o indicates a decrease in the trim-drag penalty; however,
the increased base area would offset the associated increase in L/D.
Longitudinal trim characteristics.- Figure 13 summarizes the longitudinal trim
characteristics of the model with three of the modifications previously discussed. The
data, presented for a center of gravity located at 66.7 percent of the body length, show
that removing the tip fins and adding a center vertical tail increased the maximum trim-
med L/D from approximately 3.4 to 5.1. Extending the wing trailing edge on the model
with the center-tail configuration resulted in a small additional increase to 5.3. Removin:
the boattailing from the afterbody of the center-tail configuration reduced the negative
Cm 0 by one-half but also decreased the maximum trimmed L/D by about 0.6.
Static Lateral-Directional Stability Characteristics
Basic model.- The static lateral-directional stability characteristics of the model
are presented in figure 14. The data presented for the model with the elevens undeflected
(obtained from ref. 1) show that the model is directionally stable (+Cno) only up to an
angle of attack of about 14° with positive dihedral effect /-Cjfi\ throughout the test angle-
of-attack range. Tests of the present investigation show that deflecting the elevons -30°
(required for trim) resulted in a large increase in Cno at the higher angles of attack
and thus caused the model to be stable directionally throughout the test angle-of-attack
range.
Effect of vertical tall configuration.- Presented in figure 15 are data comparing the
basic wing-body configuration with tip-fin and center-tail configurations with the elevons
deflected -30°. The data show the wing-body to be unstable; however, the stabilizing
increments of the center tail and tip fins are about the same. There was a larger varia-
tion in Cifi with angle of attack for the tip-fin configurations.
The data of figure 16 indicate the effect of tip-fin roll-out angle on the lateral-
directional characteristics of the model. These data show that as the roll-out angle is
increased from 15° to 90° there is a decrease in the directional stability until at 60° and
90° the model is unstable throughout the test angle-of-attack range. Data presented in
figure 17 show that, as expected, moving the fins aft increased the directional stability
throughout the test angle-of-attack range.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
An investigation of several configuration modifications to improve the subsonic
aerodynamic performance of a blended delta wing-body space shuttle-orbiter concept has
been conducted in the Langley low-turbulence pressure tunnel. The results of the tests
on a 0.013-scale model of the vehicle may be summarized as follows:
1. Removing the tip fins and adding a center vertical tail increased the maximum
trimmed lift-drag ratio from approximately 3.4 to 5.1 with no change in the trimmed lift
coefficient for the model with the center of gravity at 66.7 percent of the body length.
2. Extending the wing trailing edge on the model with the center-tail configuration
resulted in an increase in the maximum trimmed lift-drag ratio to 5.3.
3. Removing the boattailing from the afterbody of the model with the center-tail
configuration reduced the negative pitching moment at zero lift by one-half, but also
decreased the maximum trimmed lift-drag ratio by about 0.6.
4. Deflecting the elevons to -30° on the model with the tip-fin configuration
increased the directional stability significantly at the high angles of attack and thus
caused the model to be stable throughout the test angle-of-attack range.
5. The subsonic directional stability characteristics of both the tip-fin and the
center-tail configurations are similar.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., January 6, 1972.
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Azimuth reference
Figure 1.- System of axes used in investigation. Arrows indicate positive
directions of moments, forces, and angles.
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(a) Center vertical tail, V"2.
Figure 3.- Details of configuration modifications. Linear dimensions
in percent body length; I = 66.26 cm (26.087 in.).
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Extended trailing edge
(b) Extended-trailing-edge wing, W2.
Figure 3.- Continued.
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Top and side views
.111
Body cross-section station, x/l = 1.00
(c) Body boattailing details.
Figure 3.- Continued.
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Fin roll-out
.023
Tip^fin positions
(d) Tip-fin roll-out angle and location details.
Figure 3.- Concluded.
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Figure 5.- Effect of vertical tair configuration on longitudinal
characteristics of model. 6e = -30°.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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(e) L/D and Cm as a function of
Figure 5.- Concluded.
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Configuration 6ejdeg
o BWV2 0
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(a) CL as a function of a.
Figure 6.- Longitudinal control effectiveness of center-tail configuration BWVo.
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Figure 6.- Continued.
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(e) L/D and Cm as a function of CL.
Figure 6.- Concluded.
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Fin Roll Out
o 15°
n 30°
O 60°
as a function of a.
Figure 7.- Effect of fin roll out on longitudinal characteristic of model.
6e = 0°; configuration B3WVi.
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(b) Cj) as a function of CjV
- Figure 27.- Continued.
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Figure 7.- Continued.
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Figure 7.- Concluded.
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Fin Roll Out
o 15°
n 30°O 60°
A 90°
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4 8
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as a function of a.
Figure 8.- Effect of fin roll -out angle on longitudinal characteristics
of model. 6e = -30°; configuration
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Figure 8.- Continued.
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Figure 8.- Concluded.
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Figure 9.- Effect of moving tip fins aft on longitudinal characteristics
of model. 6e = 0°.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Concluded.
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Figure 10.- Effect of moving tip fins aft on longitudinal characteristics
of model. 6e = -30°.
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Figure 10.- Continued.
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Figure 10.- Concluded.
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Figure 11.- Longitudinal control effectiveness of extended-trailing- edge
configuration BW2V2-
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Figure 11.- Concluded.
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(a) CL as a function of a.
Figure 12.- Elevon effectiveness of boattailing-removed configuration B2WV2-
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Figure 12.- Concluded.
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Figure 14.- Effect of eleven deflection on lateral-directional
characteristics of configuration BWVj.
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Figure 15.- Effect of vertical-tail configuration on
lateral-directional characteristics of model.
6e = -30°.
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Figure 16.- Effect of fin roll-out angle on lateral-directional
characteristics of model. 6e = -30°; configuration
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